
 

REPORT. 

POSTER MAKING COMPETITION 

“A work of art is the trace of a magnificent struggle.” – Grace Hartigan (American abstract 

expressionist painter) 

THEME: Elimination of violence against women.                                

CLUB: Women Empowerment Cell & Department of English 

VENUE: Google meet(online). 

FACULTY CO-ORDINATORS:  Mrs. Rana Anjum & Mr. Santha Ram 

STUDENT CO-ORDINATORS:  Sofiya Sultana & Bhavani Desai.                                             

A poster making competition was organized for 1st & 2nd year students at Google 

meet on 18th December 2020.  

➢ OBJECTIVE: 

1. To bring out the creative expression, artistic skills of the students and also to 

gauge their awareness quotient, 

2. The aim of this competition was not merely to see the creative aspect but 

also to trigger the thought process of the students and sensitize them towards 

these burning & serious issues such as violence against women. 

3. Competitions of the sort increase the observational skills, response to 

thoughts, awareness and concern of the students towards global issues. 

The chief guests of the event were Mrs Kiran Jyothi. 

The total time allotted for the activity was 1 hour and 30 minutes. The students 

were asked to open the camera while making the posters. The judge of the 

competition was Mrs Kiran Jyothi (H.O.D). 

Later student co-ordinator Bhavani Desai spoke about the violence against women  

Student coordinator Sofiya sultana spoke about the Women Artists in India like 

Amritha Sher- Gill, Nilima Sheikh , Arpita Singh who is responsible for 

influencing entire generations of painters. 



• Art has always been one of the most widely used mediums for expressing 

the plight of women in India.  

• Indian women artists, in particular, have emphasized gender issues and 

discrimination in the form of paintings, sculptures, and installations since 

pre-independence times. And despite the decades that have transpired since, 

most of the same issues are still prevalent in today's society. 

 

Later student co-coordinator Bhavani Desai spoke about the violence against 

women, that how Women are more likely to experience intimate 

partner violence if they have low education, exposure to mothers being abused by 

a partner. 

The decision regarding the winners was made on the basis of following criteria: 

• Relevance to the theme 

• Accuracy and clarity of the message 

• Neatness 

• Overall presentation 

The following students bagged the First, second and third position in the poster 

making competition. 

1.Prerna Khandelwal(B.Com-I H) 

2. Ashita Rani (B.Com-I H) 

3. S. Johnson (B.Sc MSCs-I) 

The winners will be awarded with the certificates and participation certificates 

from the women empowerment cell. It was an interesting session for the students 

as they participated in the competition with great enthusiasm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The following are the posters made by the participants: 
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• REGISTERED STUDENTS 

      ROLL NO             NAME      CLASS                E MAIL-ID 
MOBILE 
NO. 

121420467 040 S.Johnson BSc(MSCs) johnsonsantiago479@gmail.com 9550244373 

121420 468008 K Mahendra BSc(MPCs) 121420468008@josephscollege.ac.in  9390453651 

121420401 070 fathima Christina pinto B.Com GEN 121420401070@josephscollege.ac.in  8790687104 

121420407 034 Prerana khandelwal B.COM-1H 121420407034@josephscollege.ac.in  6303637103 

121420407 030 Payal p Bcom1H 121420407030@Josephscollege.ac.in  7337425855 
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121419405 003 Anas Ali Khan B Com IT-2 iamanasalikhan29@gmail.com 7032140260 

121420402 093 Mahek Nahata BCom(com) nahatamahek03@gmail.com 9949719417 

121419404 034 Sahithya Guduru BA(JPE)-2 sahithyaguduru6@gmail.com 9959330658 

121419468 012 Manisha Pariyar  BSC(MPCs) 121419468012@josephscollege.ac.in  8341894055 

121420407 057 Ashita Rani Bcom 1H 121420407057@josephscollege.ac.in  8919232039 

121419474 024 Vemula Kiran BSc(MECs) vemulakiran.19@gmail.com 9989935952 

121420407 010 Ayushi kedia Bcom 1H 121420407010@josephscollege.ac.in  9346234995 

121420474 019 Kiran Kumar BSc(MECs) 121420474019@josephscollege.ac.in    

121420474024 Pranathi BSc(MECs) 121420474024@josephscollege.ac.in  8374525665 

     

 

• PARTICIPATED STUDENTS  

      ROLL NO             NAME      CLASS                E MAIL-ID MOBILE NO. 

121420401 070 fathima Christina pinto B.Com GEN 121420401070@josephscollege.ac.in  8790687104 

121420407 030 Payal p Bcom1H 121420407030@Josephscollege.ac.in  7337425855 

121420407 034 Prerana khandelwal B.COM-1H 121420407034@josephscollege.ac.in  6303637103 

121420474 019 Kiran Kumar BSc(MECs) 121420474019@josephscollege.ac.in    

121420407 057 Ashita Rani Bcom 1H 121420407057@josephscollege.ac.in  8919232039 

121420402 093 Mahek Nahata BCom(com) nahatamahek03@gmail.com 9949719417 

121420467 040 S.Johnson BSc(MSCs) johnsonsantiago479@gmail.com 9550244373 

121420407 010 Ayushi kedia Bcom 1H 121420407010@josephscollege.ac.in  9346234995 
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     NOTICE 

 

• Registration link is created to register for the competition. 

• Whatsapp group is also created to provide information regarding the event. 

 



 

OUTCOME OF THE COMPETITION: 

1. This competition kept the students engaged. It was organized to explore 

and encourage creativity in students and offer them a platform to 

showcase their skills.  

2. It inspired them to think and to work creatively in order to promote 

artistic excellence.  

3. The creativity & innovative ideas to resolve the particular social issue 

like violence against women were artistically presented through and 

captured in posters.  

4. The artistic endeavor of the students was highly praised and encouraged 

by the faculty members. 

FEEDBACK FROM THE CONTESTANTS: 

(1) Payal : 

It was a really good experience, happy to get the opportunity to speak and create art 

on a very important topic which is violence against women. Looking forward to 

participate in more such events. Thank you 

(2) Prerana: 

Yes it was good and i really felt good about presenting my views. 

 

(3) Fathima: 

It was very informative. I gathered allot of knowledge and I am glad that I got to 

know the perspectives of my fellow college mates. 



 

(4) Ashita rani : 

The session was awesome, I really enjoyed it and I thank all of you for giving us 

the opportunity to exhibit our talent. 

 

(5) Mahek Nahata: 

Firstly thanks for the opportunity given to me, honestly speaking it was my first 

time taking part in a competition, so I was pitch nervous. It was weird because it 

was online. But It was nice since we were able to do it from our own comfortable 

places. The theme given to us is something which is happening but it is mostly 

overlooked by many. It is important for every citizen to be responsible for it. The 

posters what we have made might have been of some help to others. I hope our 

posters conveyed the awareness and helps in stopping the violation against 

women. Once again thanks for the opportunity given to me. 

 

(6) S. Johnson: 

Very Good ,Thank you  so much. 

 

(7) Kiran Kumar:  

It was good. 


